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Abstract

Searching person images from a gallery based on natu-

ral language descriptions remains to be a challenging and

under-explored cross-modal retrieval problem. To improve

the accuracy off an image-based retrieval task, e.g., per-

son re-identification (Person Re-Id), re-ranking is known

to be an effective post-processing tool. In this paper, we

extend re-ranking from uni-modal retrieval to cross-modal

retrieval for the first time, and develop a bi-directional

coarse-to-fine framework (BCF) for cross-modal person

search. Built on a recent state-of-the-art Person Re-

Id model [5], BCF exploits first text-to-image and then

image-to-text relevance, in a two-stage refinement fash-

ion. BCF ranks competitively against a strong baseline[24]

on the newly-introduced WIDER Person Search dataset

[1], boosting validation set performance by 9.01%(top-

1)/3.87%(mAP) for val1 and 6.60%(top-1)/3.49%(mAP) for

val2 , respectively. With a high score, our solution ranks

competitively in the ICCV 2019 WIDER Person Search by

Language Challenge.

1. Introduction

Searching person by natural language descriptions is

an important application instance of cross-modal retrieval.

Given a textual description of a specific person, its objective

is to find images from gallery which best match the descrip-

tion. Based on existing methods for text-to-image retrieval,

significant challenges remain to be addressed. For improve-

ments, our work is motivated by multi-fold observations:

• Cross-modality gives rise to (more) ambiguity: In

addition to the semantic ambiguities in either modality,

it is typically unrealistic to assume one-to-one image-

text mapping. For example, in the newly-introduced

WIDER Person Search dataset [1], one person ID can

have multiple gallery images, which means that for one
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The man is visible from the side. He is wearing a blue motorcycle helmet and blue

jacket.

Text Query

(a) Top-5 in text-to-image retrieval task

Image Query

The man is visible from the side. He is wearing a blue

motorcycle helmet and blue jacket.

A man has his back turned and he is wearing a blue jacket with a

hood and a navy baseball cap.

This person is walking away. He has short black hair. He is

wearing a light blue jacket and light colored pants. His shoes are

black.

The man is visible from the back wearing a blue coat and brown

pants. He is also wearing a blue helmet on his head.

wearing blue jacket with black pants and black bag with white

shoes.

(b) Top-5 in image-to-text retrieval task

Figure 1. Top-5 results in text-to-image retrieval and image-to-

text retrieval. The image/text with green border indicates a correct

match. Using text and image embedding extracted with the same

image-text matching model, image-to-text retrieval is consistently

more accurate than text-to-image retrieval.

textual description, there could be multiple “ground-

truth” image-text matching pairs.

• Bidirectional matching is more reliable: Intuitively

(and empirically observed by us), if an image and a

text are found to match each other in both directions

(i.e., text-to-image, and image-to-text), then they are

more likely to make a correct match. Additionally, we

observe the image-to-text retrieval to be often more ac-

curate than the other way around, e.g., in Figure 1.



This person is wearing a knee-length pink coat, black pants, and white

and green athletic shoes. They are also wearing a black backpack.

Text Query

Coarse-Ranking Fine-Ranking

A man is wearing a dark gray coat with his hands in his pockets. He

has on a blue shirt, black pants and dark brown boots.

Text Query

Coarse-Ranking Fine-Ranking

An Asian male with dark hair, white framed glasses, a blue and black

stripped shirt, a greyish hoodie, blue jeans and sneakers.

Text Query

Coarse-Ranking Fine-Ranking

A woman is shown from the back. She has a ponytail with a white

ponytain holder. She has on a white coat, dark colored pants and black

shoes with white trimmings. She is wearing a multicolored backpack.

Text Query

Coarse-Ranking Fine-Ranking

A woman with black hair tied up in a ponytail faces away from the

camera. She is wearing a lightly colored winter jacket, blue jeans, and

white sneakers. She is wearing a black backpack.

Text Query

Coarse-Ranking Fine-Ranking

The woman has black hair and is wearing sunglasses. She is wearing a

pink coat, grey pants and brown shoes.

Text Query

Coarse-Ranking Fine-Ranking

Figure 2. Visualization of person search by nature language. In

each of the six examples, given a text query (top), the left image

shows the top-1 image result in coarse-ranking stage while right

image shows the top-1 image in the fine-ranking stage.

Driven by these observations, we propose a novel bi-

directional framework, based on an image-text matching

model [24] and a state-of-the-art Person Re-Id model [5]:

• Given a text query Tq , gallery images are first ranked

through the image-text matching model M , which is

termed as the coarse-ranking stage (text-to-image re-

trieval). A person Re-Id model [5] is then applied to

each image in the coarse-ranking list L to find its top-

k similar images (image-to-image retrieval).

• In the next fine-ranking stage (image-to-text re-

trieval), for each of the top-k images, query texts are

ranked through the model M . The rank of Tq in the

list is used to compute the final score of each image

candidate in L.

The proposed coarse and fine ranking stages boost the per-

formance of person search, as shown in Figure 2. For

the first time, we integrate image-to-text, image-to-image

(by Re-Id) and text-to-image retrieval, to refine the rank-

ing from coarse to fine. We hence call our framework bi-

directional coarse-to-fine framework (BCF).

2. Related work

Text-based Person Search: Attention mechanism has been

a popular tool to capture relations between words and im-

age regions [13, 12, 9, 4, 6]. Auxiliary tasks, such as clas-

sification and image caption, are also used to improve the

image and text embeddings [24, 4, 8]. Because text-based

person search is a specific application of image-text match-

ing, most image-text matching methods can also be used

in text-based person search [7, 11, 10, 22, 17, 15]. These

methods use different models to learn image and text em-

beddings separately and then measure similarity of image

and text embeddings by calculating cosine distance or inner

product of both embeddings. The image embeddings and

text embeddings can be used for text-to-image retrieval and

image-to-text retrieval in similar ways.

An interesting observation is that, based on the same

model e.g., [24], the accuracy of image-to-text retrieval is

often higher than the accuracy of text-to-image retrieval.

This disparity indicates that text-to-image retrieval is per-

haps a more difficult and ambiguous task. Our proposed

method exploits the disparity and generates coarse initial

proposal of top image-text pairs by text-to-image retrieval,

and image-to-text retrieval (combined with a novel scoring

algorithm) is used to refine the initial proposal.

Person Re-Identification and Re-Ranking: Image-based

Person Re-Id has witnessed tremendous progress [20, 21,

14, 2]. Among many successful practices, re-ranking meth-

ods are widely used to refine the ranking list in Person Re-Id

and other image-to-image retrieval tasks. Some re-ranking

methods encode feature vectors to explore the similarities

or differences of sub-feature vectors [2, 23]. Nguyen et al.

[18] compute final score of gallery images using constraint

information between people appearing simultaneously. The

final score of a gallery image in [19] is jointly determined

by the ranking list of the query image and query’s k nearest

neighbor (kNN) images. Jaccard distance is used to mea-

sure the distance of k-nearest neighbors in [3]. Zhong et

al. [25] proposed k-reciprocal encoding to re-rank gallery

images. However, existing methods only consider single

modality, while we introduce a novel re-ranking framework

for cross-modal person search for the first time.

3. Bi-directional coarse-to-fine framework

Figure 3 depicts the overall framework of BCF, consist-

ing of two stages: coarse-ranking stage and fine-ranking

stage. In the coarse-ranking stage, the feature embeddings

of image and text are firstly extracted from an image-text

matching model. By applying text-to-image retrieval, most

irrelevant images are removed and we obtain potential im-

age candidates for each query text. In the fine-ranking stage,

we expand each candidate to a set of images by applying

person Re-Id to add k nearest neighbours of the candidate,

then we apply image-to-text retrieval for each image in im-

age candidate sets to calculate the final score of image can-

didates and refine the ranking list.

Coarse-Ranking In the coarse ranking stage, we utilized

the dual-path image-text embedding model [24] to learn

the joint embeddings of image and text. This model takes

gallery image and query text as input and embeds them into

a common space via separate deep CNN models. For image

embedding, the ImageNet pre-trained ResNet-50 is used as

image CNN model to encode the input image of size 224 x
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Figure 3. Framework of our proposed method. In the training phase, text CNN and image CNN learn the text and image embeddings

respectively by instance loss and ranking loss [24], and share weights of last two fully-connected layer. Re-ranking phase includes 2

stages. In the coarse-ranking stage, the text embedding and image embedding are extracted to generate an initial ranking list. Then the

initial ranking list of the text-to-image retrieval by query text is computed. In the fine-ranking stage, person Re-Id model takes the initial

ranked images as input to retrieve the potential images of same persons and expand the initial images to a larger candidate set. Then

image-to-text retrieval is applied for each image in the image set. The fine-ranking results are calculated by compute a novel score from

the image-to-text retrieval results with the query text

224 into a 2048-dimension feature embedding. For text em-

bedding, each word is encoded into a one-hot vector based

on the word2vec dictionary in [16]. Hence, the sentence

is converted into a matrix T belong to R
n×d, where n de-

notes the length of the sentence and d denotes the size of

word2vec dictionary. Then we feed T into the text CNN

model and generate a 2048-dimension feature embedding.

Both instance loss and ranking loss are used in [24],

we follow the two-stage training procedure to fine-tune our

model. After extracting the embeddings of image and text,

we calculate the cosine similarity of each image-text pair

and generate the ranking lists for both image-to-text re-

trieval and text-to-image retrieval.

Fine-Ranking In person search dataset, one person Id

may have multiple gallery images. Therefore, instead of

only using images from text-to-image retrieval directly, we

first expand the original image candidates of the query text

by a Person Re-Id model.

For each candidate in the top-k ranked text-to-image re-

trieval result, we use a state-of-the-art person Re-Id model

ABD-Net [5] to retrieve its k nearest neighbors (kNN) and

add them into the original image candidate set. The expan-

sion is justified by two reasons: First, image-based Person

Re-Id achieved very good performance (e.g. 95.60% top-

1 accuracy on Market-1501 [5]). Second, by using kNN,

the proposed method can effectively reduce the noise intro-

duced due to the occlusions, variance of illumination con-

ditions, and changes of viewpoints [25].

Let T and I represent the entire text set and image set re-

spectively. Given a query text Ti ∈ T , we denote the rank

of a gallery image Ij ∈ I in the ranking list as R1(Ti, Ij).

Given a gallery image Ii, we denote the rank of query text

Tj ∈ T in the ranking list as R2(Ii, Tj). Given a gallery im-

age Ii, we denote the person Re-Id rank of another gallery

image Ij as R3(Ii, Ij).

A query text’s k-nearest neighbors in text-to-image re-

trieval task are the top-k gallery images. A gallery image’s

k-nearest neighbors in image-to-text retrieval task are the

top-k text queries. It is very likely that the best matching

gallery image will be included in the query text’s k-nearest

neighbors while the query text will be included in the best

matching gallery image’s k-nearest neighbors. Based on

this observation, a non-scoring ranking method to refine the

top-1 image ITi
of query text Ti can be simply defined as

follows:

ITi
= argmax

Ij
(R1(Ti, Ij)|R1(Ti, Ij) ≤ k0∩R2(Ij , Ti) ≤ k0)

(1)

where k0 is the number of nearest neighbors of text-to-

image retrieval result. In this simple ranking method (1),

if multiple gallery images have the same query text in its k-

nearest neighbor set as Ij , the final rank of image Ij is de-

termined by its position in R1(Ti, Ij) without considering

actual rank of query text in R2(Ij , Ti). However, we notice

that if the query text is 1-nearest neighbor of an image in

image-to-text retrieval, this image should have higher pos-

sibility to be selected. Therefore, we proposed a scoring-

based fine-ranking method which both considers the actual

rank of text-to-image retrieval and image-to-text retrieval

results. The score of a gallery image Ij is calculated as fol-



lows,

S(Ij) =

⎧

⎪

⎨

⎪

⎩

0, R1(Ti, Ij) > k0 ∪R2(Ij , Ti) > k0

+∞, R1(Ti, Ij) = 1 ∩R2(Ij , Ti) ≤ k1

2k0 −R1(Ti, Ij)−R2(Ij , Ti) + Sp(Ij), o.w.
(2)

where k1 is the number of nearest neighbors of image-to-

text retrieval result, and k1 is much smaller than k0 empir-

ically. Sp(Ij)is a scoring term computed from expanded

image candidates by person Re-Id model.

Since the rank of image may be affected by the illumi-

nations, occlusions and viewpoints[25], both text-to-image

retrieval and image-to-text retrieval of same person may not

have a high rank as expected. To reduce the influence of

these variances, we utilize a person Re-Id model to find po-

tential images of the same person. For each image candi-

date, we collect k2 nearest neighbour images of the can-

didate to form an image set. Then, the image-to-text re-

trieval result of each image in the set can be used to re-

fine the rank of the candidate. We denote the k2-nearest

neighbor set of a gallery image Ij from ABD-Net[5] as

Pj = {p ∈ I|R2(p, Ti) ≤ k0 ∩ R3(Ij , p) ≤ k2}. The

final score of Ij in k2 nearest neighbors is determined as

follows

Sp(Ij) =
∑

p∈Pj

(k0 −R2(p, Ti)) (3)

where k2 is the number of nearest neighbors of image-to-

text retrieval result. After we calculate the final score of

original k-nearest neighbor images in coarse-ranking stage,

the final rank list can be generated by sorting scores in de-

scending order.

Our proposed BCF only requires the ranking results

of image-text matching model and person Re-Id model

(image-to-image retrieval). It can be used to refine the re-

sult of other image-text matching model to improve final

accuracy in an efficient way.

4. Experiments

4.1. Dataset and Implementation

Dataset We evaluate our method in WIDER Person

Search dataset [1], which is a large-scale image-language

person search dataset with identity-level annotations. The

images are collected from several Person Re-Id datasets,

such as Market1501, CUHK01, CUHK03 and MSMT17.

Each image has more than 2 text descriptions. Its training

set includes 37132 images, and its two validation sets in-

clude 3074 images and 999 images respectively. The im-

ages in the first validation dataset are collected from the

same Person Re-Id dataset as training set. The images in

the second validation dataset are collected from MSMT17

dataset.

Figure 4. Top 1 accuracy and mAP using different parameter k0.

Implementation When extracting image embedding,

images are resized to 224x224 pixels by randomly crop-

ping images. For hyper-parameters in the framework, i.e.,

k0, k1, k2, we set k0=20 (text-to-image), k1=2 (image-to-

text), k2=1 (person Re-Id) for val1 set and k0=16 (text-to-

image), k1=1 (image-to-text), k2=1 (person Re-Id) for val2

set. The dual-path image-text matching model is pre-trained

in CUHK-PEDES dataset. The Person Re-Id model is pre-

trained on MSMT17 dataset and then is used to extract the

ranking list of images in the training set and two validation

sets.

4.2. Evaluation

The model is evaluated on both validation sets. We

compare it against a strong baseline model, i.e., the dual-

path image-text matching model in [24]. We evaluate the

simple non-scoring fine-ranking method (NSF) in Eq.(1)

and the scoring-based fine-ranking (SF) method in Eq.(2)

with/without term Sp(Ij) (i.e., using person Re-Id or not)

to analyze the effectiveness of each method. We use mAP

and top-1 accuracy to evaluate these methods.

We compared BCF against the baseline on WIDER Per-

son Search dataset: see Table 1. Using NSF improves base-

line on both validation sets by 4.95%(top-1)/ 0.51%(mAP)

on val1 set and 3.15%(top-1)/ 1.16 %(mAP) on val2. Us-

ing SF gains additional improvements on both metrics by

3.30%(top-1)/ 2.70%(mAP) on val1 set and 2.45%(top-1)/

1.57%(mAP) on val2 set, against with NSF. By combin-

ing ABD-Net and SF, the performance is further boosted

by 0.31%(top-1)/ 0.66%(mAP) on val1 and 1.00%(top-1)/

0.76%(mAP) on val2, which validates the effectiveness of

utilizing person Re-Id result to expand image candidate set

for fine-ranking.

Table 1. Ablation Study of Proposed Framework

Method
val1 val2

top1 (%) mAP (%) top1 (%) mAP (%)

Baseline 42.50 41.41 17.62 20.10

Baseline + NSF. 47.45 41.92 20.77 21.26

Baseline + SF. 50.75 44.62 23.22 22.83

BCF ( last + ABD) 51.06 45.28 24.22 23.59

4.3. Parameter analysis

We analyze the selection of hyper-parameters k0, k1, k2
in our proposed framework. Figure 4,5,6 show the top-1



Figure 5. Top 1 accuracy and mAP using different parameter k1.

Figure 6. Top 1 accuracy and mAP using different parameter k2.

accuracy of BCF with different hyper-parameters. The ac-

curacy keeps improving on val1 set when k0 increases from

1 to 20. When k0=16, top-1 accuracy and mAP on val2

increase to the highest value. When k1=2 and 1, val1 and

val2 achieve highest accuracy respectively. So we choose

k0=20, k1=2 for val1 set and k0=16, k1=1 for val2 set com-

parison. When k2=1 (1-nearest neighbor), both validation

sets achieve peak value on mAP. This indicates each person

id might have 2 gallery images on average. So we choose

k2=1 for comparison.

4.4. Visualization of Query Results

We show some representative person search results in

Figure 7. The retrieved images in coarse-ranking stage

failed in associating color information with specific objects

description (e.g. orange bag), while the retrieved images

in fine-ranking stage managed to correctly locate the top-1
best match. The BCF is able to map phrase to fine-grained

image attributes, such as backpack etc.

5. Conclusion

We proposed a novel bi-directional coarse-to-fine frame-

work (BCF) for cross-modal person search. The experi-

ments demonstrate its effectiveness in the person search by

natural language task. Note that different image-text match-

ing models and ReID models can be plugged into the BCF

framework without hassle. Our future work includes apply-

ing this framework on other cross-modal retrieval task and

designing more robust scoring rules.
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